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The very first nuclear metrology tools for surface water surveillance have been designed in the
early 80's From their rudimentary characteristics they have evolved nowadays to a stage
reducing considerably the gap between the performance level between laboratory analysis and
analysis performed continuously in the environment Until not long ago, the main goal of such
tool was to detect the accidental releases of nuclear installations (power station reprocessing
plant radioisotopes production) Following the pressures from different organizations and with
the "zero release" policy in mind other industries are at present concerned by the continuous
surveillance of the effluents generated by their activities Among different sectors let's mention
the hospitals and the industries generating NORM material (phosphate gypsum )

In the early 80 s the detection systems were based on the use of a Nal(Tl) detector connected to
two Single Channel Analyzers (SCA) The detector was placed in a shielded vessel fed with the
water to be analysed through a pump The analysis was rudimentary the gross counting rates
from the two SCA were compared to predefined alarm levels In case the counting rate exceeded
the alarm level the data were very difficult to interpret Indeed it was impossible to discriminate
natural and artificial isotopes and false alarms were frequently observed during heavy rains
and thunderstorms Furthermore the systems were suffering the inherent temperature drift from
the detector For this reasons the system required frequent maintenance for the mechanical parts
and the detection system calibration The sensitivity of the system was about 10 100 Bq/1, which
make it useful for monitoring accidental releases from base nuclear installations

Technical evolutions in the fields of computer sciences (embedded operating system low power
consumption u.processor) and telecommunication (GSM satellite) mainly have allowed the IRE
to develop an original instrument able to detect and to quantify very small radioactivity increase
in surface water This system is based on a Nal(Tl) detector connected to a multi channel
analyzer The detection system is now directly placed in the medium to survey The analysis is
performed using gamma spectrometry technique The use of this technique allows solving the
lacks from previous system the detector temperature drift is compensated thanks to a special
algorithm the spectral analysis permits to discriminate natural and artificial radioactivity and the
detection system is much more sensitive The design of the detection system without pump make
feasible to feed it with solar energy and consequently to install it in any aquatic environment
(sea, lake ) Special care during system design reduces considerably the need for regular
maintenance

This system has been successfully implemented in sea and river waters The system stability is
unique for Nal(Tl) based detection system The system detection limit has been considerably
lowered The detection limit for 137Cs in seawater containing 12 Bq/1 of 40K - is in the range
0 13-0 22 Bq/1 for a 2-hours measurement while it is in the range 0 65 0 85 Bq/1 for a 2 hours
counting time in river water The reported detection limit in river water is higher than for
seawater due to the fact that it has been measured in a 25-litres shielded vessel This indicated
that placing the detection system in an infinite medium offers clearly a better sensitivity
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From now the use of this tool is to detect routine and accidental releases of nuclear installations
(power station reprocessing plant radioisotopes production) One concrete example is the
HYDROTELERAY measurement stations network that monitors continuously the radioactivity
level of the French nvers for the benefit of the 1RSN'

Following the pressures from different organisations and with the "zero release" policy in mind
other industries are at present concerned by the continuous surveillance of the effluents
generated by their activities Among different sectors lets mention the industries generating
NORM material (phosphate gypsum ) and the hospitals

The radioactivity levels in the (Technologically Enhanced)NORM industry are in many cases far
above the authorized release level for liquid effluents generated by the nuclear industry The
wastes originating from these industrial processes are generally directly discharged to rivers and
seas

Concerning the hospitals releases from the nuclear medicine department reach in some case
high radioactivity concentration As an illustration the 99mTc concentration observed in a water
purification plant collecting sewage water from hospitals clearly shows the days when the
nuclear medicine department is operational

In another context let's mention also the psychological importance that represents this control in
the sector of drinking water and in the sector offish farms that use warm water directly supplied
from a nuclear power plant third loop The interest of these systems is also demonstrated
following incidents involving nuclear driven submarines in the Mediterranean Sea and the
threats of malignity acts by natural resources radiological contamination ('dirty bombs") These
thoughts are expressed through a project starting in the Mediterranean Sea and by
implementation studies in the Middle East Finally such an instrument finds also some uses in
research applications as in the fields of pollutants dispersion modeling hydrogeology, oil
prospecting

From this paper, it appears clearly that continuous radiological monitoring is far beyond the
scope of the nuclear industry

The reduction of the allowed release levels from nuclear installation has conducted to the design
of very sensitive equipments One can wonder if such systems will still be useful and operational
in case of emergency situations where very high radioactivity levels may be released

In the future scientists and engineers will have to focus on the design of specific equipments for
the mea urements of high-level complex spectra (like fission products) fissile material, pure
beta emitters and others difficult to measure isotopes (99Tc I291 )

' Institut de Radioprotection et de Surete nucleaire (France)
2 Natural occurring radioactive material
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